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Abstract
Introduction: In the context of end-of-life care, interest in advance care
planning (ACP) has increased as an approach that allows a person to live in
the manner of his or her choosing until the end. ACP is a process of discussion among the elderly persons, family members, and medical staff. However,
preparations necessary for starting ACP are not clear. In this study, we aim to
clarify the readiness of ACP focusing on the elderly who are the center of
end-of-life care. Methods: We reviewed the literature on the subject in the
CINAHL and PubMed databases. The keywords used were “advance care
planning” and “readiness”. Results: Twelve articles were selected for the final
analysis. ACP readiness was broadly divided into preparations on the part of
the elderly themselves, family members, and medical professionals. Conclusion: The most frequently reported factor in readiness for ACP was elderly
people informing their families and physicians of their intentions. In addition, the establishment of communicative relationships among elderly persons,
their family members, and medical professionals was considered readiness for
commencing ACP. It was suggested that enhancing these types of readiness
would help reduce the barriers to ACP, thereby facilitating its practice.
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1. Introduction
Advance directives (AD) are widely recognized as expressions of intent for
end-of-life (EOL) care. However, cases have been reported in which the wishes
of terminally ill elderly patients regarding their medical care cannot be fulfilled,
despite completion of an AD, prompting discussions about the limitations of
ADs [1]. Therefore, in the context of EOL care for the elderly, interest in adDOI: 10.4236/ojn.2019.91002
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vance care planning (ACP) has increased as an approach that respects the wishes
of the individual, letting that person live in the manner of his or her choosing
until the end. ACP has been defined as “a process that supports adults at any age
or stage of health in understanding and sharing their personal values, life goals,
and preferences regarding future medical care” [2]. As such, the ACP process is
regarded as entailing repeated discussions among the target individual, his or
her family, and medical and long-term care providers.
Systematic reviews of ACP have demonstrated its effectiveness [3] [4]. Commencing ACP at an early stage is considered to increase the likelihood that the
patient’s wishes will be respected and that he or she will experience less pain at
the EOL stage [5]. Moreover, it has also become clear that ACP reduces invasive
procedures and treatments, and is associated with improved quality of life
(QOL) and reduced medical expenses [6] [7] [8]. In randomized controlled trials
studying ACP, groups receiving ACP intervention showed increased patient and
family satisfaction at the EOL stage, and reduced anxiety and depression for the
bereaved family [9].
The current authors believe nurses are uniquely positioned to guide patients
in ACP discussions. Nurses spend a lot of time with their patients. They provide
support during the preparation, anticipation, procedures themselves, and consequences—both positive and disappointing—of those procedures [10]. Therefore, it is considered important for nurses to take the initiative to practice ACP.
However, many patients do not practice ACP despite facing a serious illness
[11]. Factors that have been cited as hindering the practice of ACP on the part of
patients include a lack of interest in ACP and a lack of preparation for making
medical care decisions at the EOL stage [11] [12]. In addition, factors that have
been pointed to on the part of medical professionals include challenges such as
not being able to provide useful information that will serve as a guide for making
decisions about ACP and time constraints [12] [13]. Given this situation, in order to address the factors hindering ACP practice and encourage its implementation, it is necessary to improve the readiness for ACP on the part of the elderly,
their families, and medical professionals, all of whom participate in the ACP
process.
The aim of this study was to clarify content that has been described as “readiness for ACP on the part of the elderly”. In order to address the factors hindering ACP practice and encourage its implementation, it is necessary to improve
the readiness for ACP on the part of the elderly, their families, and medical professionals, all of whom participate in the ACP process. Through this literature
review, we intend to gain the insight required for proposing future improvements of the situation surrounding ACP.

2. Methods
2.1. Literature Extraction Method
Using the CINAHL and PubMed databases, we conducted a search using “advance care planning” and “readiness” as keywords with “65 years or older” as a
DOI: 10.4236/ojn.2019.91002
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condition. No limitation was set for the year of publication. As a result of the
search, we identified a total of 60 articles consisting of 25 articles from CINAHL
and 35 from PubMed.
Of the 42 unique articles that remained after we eliminated duplicates, we reviewed the titles and abstracts of 30 articles, because the full text of the remaining 12 was not available. Of these 30 articles, we conducted a careful reading of
the full text of 23 articles, after eliminating 6 that did not deal with elderly people
and 1 that was no description about ACP. Of these 23 articles, we excluded 11
articles that have no description about the readiness for ACP. Thus, 12 articles
were selected as targets for the final analysis [14]-[25] (see Figure 1).

2.2. Analysis Method
We conducted a careful reading of the 12 articles and extracted passages relating
to ACP readiness from their results and discussion sections in line with the objective of our study.

3. Results
The geographical locations (countries) where these 12 studies took place were
the United States, Canada, Hong Kong, and other countries. The type of the
study was the most in qualitative study with 8, followed by 3 in quantitative research and 1 in mixed methods study.
ACP readiness was broadly divided into preparations on the part of the elderly
themselves, family members, and medical professionals.

Figure 1. Selection process flowchart.
DOI: 10.4236/ojn.2019.91002
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3.1. Preparations by the Elderly Themselves
As readiness of the elderly themselves, four contents were extracted from 8 articles.
1) “Mental preparedness to listen to explanations given by medical profes-

sionals”
It was shown that elderly people make mental preparations for listening to explanations from medical professionals about the anticipated course and content
of treatment [14].
2) “Preparations for asking questions of medical professionals”
In order to make decisions concerning future medical and long-term care, elderly people were reported to organize the necessary information in preparation
for asking questions of medical professionals about points that are unclear or
about which they have doubts [15].
3) “Understanding the advantages and disadvantages of treatment”
It was found that elderly people possess knowledge and understanding of the
advantages and disadvantages of the treatments they will undergo [16].
4) “Communication of one’s own preferences and wishes”
Several studies made clear that elderly people convey their preferences and
wishes to their families, loved ones, and medical professionals. Specifically, it
was shown that they inform family members and medical professionals about
the assignment of proxy decision-makers and matters concerning the balance of
life-prolonging treatments, QOL, and life expectancy [17]-[21].

3.2. Preparations by Family Members
As readiness of family members, two contents were extracted from 2 articles.
1) “Acceptance of explanations relating to prognosis”
Family members were shown to require mental preparedness for listening to
and accepting the explanations from medical professionals about the state of a
disease and its prognosis [22].
2) “Understanding the preferences and goals of the elderly themselves”
As family members prepare before commencing ACP, it has been shown that
a need for communication exists in order for the preferences and intentions of
the patient to be understood and that this communication will lead to trust in
the event that a family member becomes a proxy decision-maker [23].

3.3. Preparations by Medical Professionals
As readiness of medical professionals, two contents were extracted from 2 articles.
1) “Education for conducting discussions with family members and with the

elderly themselves”
Physicians have realized that they lack the requisite skills for providing information to patients and their families and for holding discussions that would allow them to practice ACP and have recognized the necessity of receiving educaDOI: 10.4236/ojn.2019.91002
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tion on how to do so [24].
2) “Judgements of the timing of beginning ACP”
It was shown that medical professionals need to begin providing information
that will assist decision-making once they have properly assessed that the patient
and family members have made preparations to discuss ACP and are ready to
commence ACP [25].

4. Discussion
Based on our results, the most frequently reported factor in readiness for ACP
was elderly people informing their families and physicians of their intentions.
This may attest to the importance of elderly people making their preferences and
wishes about care and treatments during their EOL stage known to others. The
practice of ACP by the elderly has been reported to be profoundly associated
with individuals’ values, beliefs, and experiences [16]. For the elderly to express
their intentions as “readiness for ACP”, in addition to understanding their own
circumstances, it also appears to be necessary that they confront their own values and beliefs. A matter that was demonstrated as readiness for ACP on the part
of the elderly, their family members, and medical professionals was preparation
for mutual communication. Commencing ACP seems to require mental preparation on the part of the elderly and their family members for accepting explanations from and beginning mutual discussions with medical professionals about a
medical condition and its prognosis. Furthermore, from the results of this study,
the willingness of the elderly and their families to question medical professionals
was also shown to indicate readiness for ACP. From this, it was considered important for the elderly and their family members to also be able to interpret and
deepen their understanding of the information provided, rather than simply accepting unilateral explanations from medical professionals. In addition, with regard to readiness on the part of medical professionals, it is important to begin
approaches that involve the careful assessment of the individual characteristics
of the elderly to identify and determine timing and methods suited to the individual. In this way, it is important for all three parties to establish a cyclical relationship to prepare for mutual discussion about ACP. To that end, it seems necessary to understand the basic concept of ACP, which is a process of conscious
communication between all parties.
The usefulness of ACP, which involves proactive mutual discussion about how
elderly people want to live and enter their final stage of life, has already been
made clear in previous studies [9]. At the same time, however, we found that
many challenges were described that constituted barriers to ACP. One of them,
discussion between elderly people and their families about death and bereavement, has been recognized as a social taboo and is more often than not perceived
in negative terms [26]. In order to solve the problem, medical professionals are
required to have the ability to discuss with the elderly and their families repeatedly and to facilitate ACP. Therefore, it is necessary to master the ability to play
DOI: 10.4236/ojn.2019.91002
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the role of facilitator. In this study, the original readiness for ACP of nurses was
not clarified. It seems necessary to clarify the readiness of the nurse taking initiative in ACP in the future.

5. Limitations
The limitations of this study include that the literature search was done with only two databases, CINAHL and PubMed, that some of the literature proved difficult to obtain, and that there were few articles explicitly relating to ACP readiness. In the future, we plan to expand the scope of the target literature and develop our analysis method in order to conceptualize ACP readiness.

6. Conclusion
Based on the results of this study, expression by the elderly of their own intentions and the establishment of communicative relationships among all three parties involved in the discussion process—elderly persons, their family members,
and medical professionals—were shown as readiness for commencing ACP. It
was suggested that enhancing these types of readiness would help reduce the
barriers to ACP, thereby facilitating its practice.
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Appendix
Title

Author(s)

“Conditional
Candour” and
“Knowing Me”: An
Interpretive
Description Study on
Patient Preferences for
Physician Behaviours
during End-of-Life
Communication.

Abdul-Razzak
et al. [14]

To understand patients’
preferences for physician
behaviours during end-of-life
(EOL) communication.

Qualitative
study

Canada

Chiu et al. [15]

To determine the Decision
control preferences (DCPs) of
diverse, older adults and whether
DCPs are associated with
participant characteristics,
advance care planning (ACP),
and communication satisfaction.

Quantitative
study

San
Francisco,
USA

To ask questions to doctors
and question-asking
behaviors.

Hong Kong

They were pursuing in their
life after the conscious
cognitive process of
considering their personal
wishes for end-of-life care,
together with more
knowledge about the
potential benefits and
burdens of these treatments.

“Doctor, Make My
Decisions”: Decision
Control Preferences,
Advance Care
Planning, and
Satisfaction with
Communication
among Diverse Older
Adults.

Purpose

A design

Readiness of Chinese
Frail Old Age Home
Residents towards
End-of-Life Care
Decision Making.

Chan and Pang
[16]

To identify different approaches
to EOL care decision-making
among Chinese frail old age
home residents.

“Talk to Me”: A
Mixed Methods Study
on Preferred Physician
Behaviours during
End-of-Life
Communication from
the Patient Perspective.

Abdul-Razzak
et al. [17]

To understand patient
perspectives on physician
behaviours during EOL
communication.

Fried et al. [18]

To develop and test the
acceptability of personalized
intervention materials to
promote ACP based on the
Transtheoretical Model, in which
readiness to change is a critical
organizing construct.

Development of
Personalized Health
Messages to Promote
Engagement in
Advance Care
Planning.

Association of
Experience with Illness
and End-of-Life Care
with Advance Care
Planning in Older
Adults.

Amjad et al.
[19]
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To examine whether experiences
with illness and EOL care are
associated with increased
readiness to participate in ACP.
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Qualitative
study

Mixed
methods
study

Quantitative
study

Observational
cohort study

Sitting

Canada

Result

Patients are mentally
prepared to receive the
information to engage in
EOL conversations.

EOL discussion with a
physician, including
discussions about
resuscitation preferences.

-

Completion of a living will,
naming a health care proxy,
communication with loved
ones about quality vs.
quantity of life, and
communication with
clinicians about quality vs.
quantity of life.

-

Completion of a living will
and/or healthcare proxy,
discussion of life-sustaining
treatment and quantity
versus quality of life with
loved ones, and discussion of
quantity versus quality of life
with physicians.
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Continued

Stages of Change for
the Component
Behaviors of Advance
Care Planning.

Fried et al. [20]

1) To develop stages of change
measures for ACP,
conceptualized as a group of
interrelated but separate
behaviors.
2) To use these measures to
characterize older persons’
engagement in and factors
associated with readiness to
participate in ACP.

Understanding
Advance Care Planning as a Process of
Health Behavior
Change.

Fried et al. [21]

To explore whether models of
health behavior change can help
to inform interventions for ACP.

Using the Experiences
of Bereaved Caregivers
to Inform Patient- and
Caregiver-Centered
Advance Care
Planning.

A Dyadic Perspective
on Engagement in
Advance Care
Planning.

Physicians’ Views on
Advance Care
Planning and
End-of-Life Care
Conversations.

Please Ask Gently:
Using Culturally
Targeted
Communication
Strategies to Initiate
End-of-Life Care
Discussions with Older
Chinese Americans.

Observational
cohort study

-

Having thought about these
issues; awareness of
life-sustaining treatments or
of potential trade-offs
between quantity and
quality of life.

Qualitative
cross-sectiona
l study

-

Communicating their
preferences to their
loved ones.

-

To hear certain information
(e.g., prognostic information,
patient’s terminal diagnosis)
may help to account for prior
findings of discrepancies in
perceived communication
between physicians and
patients or caregivers.

-

To hear what the patient was
saying, and surrogates’
reliance on what they know
about the patient.

Fried and
O’Leary [22]

To understand how the EOL care
experiences of older patients and
their caregivers can inform the
development of new approaches
to ACP.

Qualitative
cross-sectiona
l study

Fried et al. [23]

To understand the perspectives
of both patients and the person
who would make medical
decisions for them if they were
unable (surrogates) on their
participation in ACP.

Qualitative
cross-sectiona
l study

Fulmer et al.
[24]

To evaluate physicians’ views on
ACP, goals of care, and EOL
conversations.

Random
sample
telephone
survey

California,
USA

Physicians feel educationally
unprepared; their medical
school curricula need to be
strengthened to ensure
readiness for EOL
conversations.

Chi et al. [25]

To explore communication
strategies for Health-care
providers (HCPs’) to initiate
EOL care discussions with older
Chinese Americans in the San
Francisco Bay Area.

Qualitative
ethnographic
study

San
Francisco,
USA

Verbal and nonverbal
responses to the initiation
prompts, and the HCPs’
clinical judgment.
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